# NEW AND NOTEWORTHY FROM CAMBRIDGE

**Demonic Possession and Exorcism in Early Modern England**  
Contemporary Texts and their Cultural Contexts  
Philip C. Almond  
$80.00*: Hardback: 0-521-81323-9: 385pp

**Parliament and Foreign Policy in the Eighteenth Century**  
Jeremy Black  
$70.00: Hardback: 0-521-83331-0: 276pp

**Transforming English Rural Society**  
The Verneys and the Claydons, 1600-1820  
John Broad  
$75.00: Hardback: 0-521-82933-X: 312pp

**The Anglo-Maratha Campaigns and the Contest for India**  
The Struggle for Control of the South Asian Military Economy  
Randolf G.S. Cooper  
$85.00: Hardback: 0-521-82444-3: 456pp

**A Court in Exile**  
The Stuarts in France, 1689-1718  
Edward Corp, Edward Gregg, Howard Erskine-Hill, and Geoffrey Scott  
$85.00: Hardback: 0-521-88462-0: 402pp

**The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Britain**  
Volume 1: Industrialisation, 1700-1860  
Edited by Roderick Floud and Paul Johnson  
$100.00: Hardback: 0-521-82036-7: 556pp  
$40.00: Paperback: 0-521-52736-8

**Domesticity and Dissent in the Seventeenth Century**  
English Women's Writing and the Public Sphere  
Katharine Gillespie  
$60.00: Hardback: 0-521-83063-X: 284pp

**The Cambridge Old English Reader**  
Richard Marsden  
$85.00: Hardback: 0-521-45426-3: 566pp  
$32.99: Paperback: 0-521-45612-6

**Literature, Satire and the Early Stuart State**  
Andrew McRae  
$65.00: Hardback: 0-521-81495-2: 260pp

**The Decline of Life**  
Old Age in Eighteenth-Century England  
Susannah R. Ottaway  
$70.00: Hardback: 0-521-81580-0: 340pp

**Images and Cultures of Law in Early Modern England**  
Justice and Political Power, 1558-1660  
Paul Raffield  
$80.00: Hardback: 0-521-82739-6: 304pp

**Fighting Different Wars**  
Experience, Memory and the First World War in Britain  
Janet S.K. Watson  
$70.00: Hardback: 0-521-83153-9: 350pp

**The Cambridge Dictionary of English Place-Names**  
Based on the Collections of the English Place-Name Society  
Edited by Victor Watts  
$250.00: Hardback: 0-521-36209-1: 778pp

**Men of Blood**  
Violence, Manliness, and Criminal Justice in Victorian England  
Martin J. Wiener  
$70.00: Hardback: 0-521-83198-9: 312pp

*Prices subject to change.
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**Allied Propaganda in World War II: The Complete Record of the Political Warfare Executive** • Interest in propaganda has never been as intense as it is today. This collection includes all the propaganda leaflets and printed material dropped over Europe during the War by British and American air forces.

**The Sir Winston Churchill Papers** • This archive, available in eight series, offers researchers unprecedented opportunities in the study of international relations — the history of war, and the government and politics of Britain. It includes more than one million documents, most of which were compiled and preserved by Churchill himself.

**Western Aid and the Global Economy** • The Save the Children Fund Archive, London, Series One of Western Aid and the Global Economy, presents vivid accounts of the organization known worldwide for helping war orphans and refugee children.
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The Great Plague
The Story of London's Most Deadly Year
A. Lloyd Moote and Dorothy C. Moote
"I read this book with enormous pleasure . . . The interwoven narratives of Pepys and other witnesses give a wonderful feel of London's tensions. As an account of a city whose economy slips into crisis as a result of a medical catastrophe, this has never been bettered."—Roy Porter
$29.95 hardcover

Salutary lessons

Writings of the Luddites
edited by Kevin Binfield
"It opens a window upon the writings and rhetoric of a volatile and often dangerous group of activists whose activities were well known to the contemporary cultural elite, the political establishment, and the masses, and whose threat to the social and political system of the times was very real. The impact of this book for studies of British Romantic culture cannot be overestimated."—Stephen C. Behrendt, University of Nebraska
$49.95 hardcover

Imagining Inclusive Society in Nineteenth-Century Novels
The Code of Sincerity in the Public Sphere
Pam Morris
"This is a striking, original, inventive, and worthwhile contribution to current debates about what cautionary and salutary lessons Victorian mass and high culture have to offer us today. I look to it to spark a productive and impassioned discussion about the relationship between literary notions of the public, the nation, the crowd, and mass culture."—John Plotz, Brandeis University
$44.95 hardcover

Speaking for Nature
Women and Ecologies of Early Modern England
Sylvia Bowerbank
"Sylvia Bowerbank's engaged study melds the concerns of a contemporary ecofeminism with literary scholarship. Ecologists will encounter a rich history of writings and activities by early modern women who brought critical perspectives to bear on ideas about nature. Students of women's writing will meet familiar figures in new guises."—Ann B. Shteir, York University
$49.95 hardcover

Harlequin Britain
Pantomime and Entertainment, 1690–1760
John O'Brien
"An original and provocative study of the ways in which pantomime, entertainment, and modernity are entwined in English culture. It adds significantly to our understanding of the role of the theater in the early eighteenth century and makes a compelling case for the significance of theatrical performance to the emergence of the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere."—Robert Markley, University of Illinois
$49.95, hardcover
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